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Cambridge School, Noida 

Practice Paper Session 2018-19 

Subject: Computer Science 

Class VI 

Max. Marks:80         Time Allowed: 3 hrs. 

General Instructions: 

 All questions are compulsory 

 Please write down the serial number of the question before attempting it 

 Try to answer the questions in the same order as they appear in the paper 

 

        SECTION-A 

 
Q1.  Multiple Choice Questions          10 

i. Basic-256, C and Java are examples of 

a. Machine Language b. High Level Language c.  Assembly Language d.None 

of these  

ii. _________________option is used to set the animation speed 

a. Play   b. Loop  c.  Sound  d. FPS 

iii. In a Flowchart, ________________indicates the beginning and the end of a flowchart 

a. Start/Stop Box  b. Connectors  c.  FlowLines d.Decision 

iv. __________created gmail which is owned by Google 

a. Sachin Bansal  b. Binny Bansal c.  Paul Buchheit d.Tim Berners-Lee 

v. Print statement is used.  

a. The display the output in text output area  b. The display the output in command area  

c. The display the output in entire screen d. The display the output in Graphics Output Area 

vi.   Suppose the formula =MAX(A1:A5) was entered in cell A6. What best describes this 

 formula?  

a.find the maximum of cells A1 to A5                 b.find the maximum of cells A1 and A5  

c.find the maximum of five cells immediately above             d.none of the above 

     vii  The statement if x>y will be written in which of the following symbol? 
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b. 

 

 

    c. 

 

 

d. 
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    viii.  A _____________is formed when a row and a column intersect. 

  a. Cell   b. Number   c. Data   d.  Formula 

 

ix.  ____________protocol is used to make call through your computer around the world. 

 

a.     TCP  b.  VOIP  c.  HTTP  d. IP 

 

 x.  An example of conditional statement is the  

a.   If………THEN statement  b. REM Statement c.  PRINT Statement

 d.  INPUT statement   

 

Q2. Answer the following in one word         5 

i. Name the term that is used to refer Group of adjacent cells in a Calc sheet 

ii. Name the symbol that is added at the end of a String variable.  

iii. If a=10, b=10, then what will be the result of a<>b?  

iv. Shreya’s children live in Europe. She wants to make free call to his children. Which software or 

application will she use for communication? 

v. Karan wants to send received mail to his parent. Which option he will opt to send  received mail 

to his parent?  

vi. Which tool is used to select the object        

vii. Name the sites used for E-Commerce       

viii. Name the symbol that is used in flowchart to show a jump from one point in the process flow to 

another.           

ix. Name the popular chat software.  

x. Name the icon that is used to execute a program or an instruction in Basic-256.   

    

 

Q3. Fill in the blanks           3 

i. ____________stands for International Network of computers 

ii. The small black square in the bottom right corner of the cell is known as ___________ 

iii. ______________refers to changing the position of data in Libre Office Calc. 

iv. Making changes in the data in a sheet is called ____________________ 

v. __________________is based on Client- Server architecture.      

vi. ________________tool is used to pick the colour of particular point on the drawing area   
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SECTION-B 

Answer the following Questions Based on Algorithm and Flowchart 

Q1. Define algorithm            1 

Q2. Which symbol is represented by a diamond shape in a Flowchart? Write its function    2 

Q3 Write any two features of Flowchart         2  

Q4. Rearrange the following steps to make chilled mango shake      2.5 

Step-1 Add milk , sugar and ice cubes. 

Step-2  Transfer mango into the blender jar 

Step-3  Blend until the mixture turns smooth and creamy 

Step-4  Cut mango into pieces 

Step-5  Start 

Step-6  Garnish it with almonds and ice cream 

Step-7  Pour it into the glass 

Step-8  Serve it Cold. 

Step-9  Switch on the blender 

Step-10 Stop 

Q5 Write an algorithm to find the cube  of a number       3 

Q6.  Draw a flowchart to accept name and marks of a student If marks are>=85, then display “Good 

Perfomance” else display “Pass”         5 

 

SECTION-C 

Answer the following Questions Based on Basic-256 

Q1. Write the following Mathematical Expressions into Basic-256 Expressions    1 

   C=10(X+Y) Z2 

Q2.  Identify the relational  or arithmetic operator from the following     2.5 
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a) >  b) ^ c)  <=   d) %  e) <>  

 

 

Q3.  What will be the output of the following code segment in Basic-256?    2 

  CLS 

   M=10 

M=M+2 

Print “Result”; 

Print M 

end  

 

Q4. Identify the errors and rewrite the correct statements:      2 

  i “eela”=Name    ii. A$=100      

Q5 Write Basic-256 statements for the following       2 

i. Add two variables X and Y and store the result in Z 

ii. Accept your age in variable age along with the message as “enter your age” Using Input 

Statement   

Q6.  What rules will you follow while naming the variable?      2 

 

Q7  Find the valid and invalid variable names amongst the following give reason for the invalid variable 

             2 

a) Income  b) Print  c) City$  

Q8  Evaluate the  expression showing steps using the hierarchy of operations in BASIC-256     3 

               

   12/7*12+9 

Q9.  Write a program in Basic-256 to enter the age of a student. If age is more than or equal to 18, display the 

message “eligible to vote”          4 

 

 

SECTION-D 

Answer the following Questions Based on Pencil Software 

Q1 What is Pencil Software? Name any two main parts of Pencil working environment  2 
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Q2. What are layers? Write its state?         2 

 

Q3  Sumit has to make a change the shape of the ray of rising sun. But he does not know how to change. 

Suggest him the right way to fulfill the task?        2 

Q4 Identify the following tool used in pencil software and write its purpose    4 

i.  
 

ii.  
 

SECTION-E 

Answer the following Questions Based on Libre Office Calc 

Q1. I.  Study the following image and answer the questions based on the worksheet as follows  11  
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i. To insert a following row after the row 9 

10 Strawberry Ice-cream cup 25 

ii. Which key combination is used to move the cell pointer to the first cell of the topmost row, i.e A1 

iii. Which feature is used to combine the content of first row ‘Hunger Destination‘ into one cell  

iv. To insert a S.no. column to the left of the first column 

v. To insert a new sheet after Sheet3 

vi. To rename a sheet1 as ‘Menu’ 

vii. To display the total price of all the categories in cell C12 

II.  Answer the following questions  

i. Which key is used to remove the moving border, after you finish copying? 

ii. Which key combination is used to select text in the range of cells? 

iii. Which key combination is used to open the format cells dialog box? 

iv. Which feature is used to create a series of S.No automatically? 

  

SECTION-F 

Answer the following Questions Based on Internet Services 

i. Expand the term HTTP          1 

ii. How will you add attachment to your e-mail?       2 

iii. Define E-Learning. Name any one popular website E-Learning     2 

 

 


